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Aaron Doucett, 
Sales Engineer

● Experienced GIS analyst with 
background supporting public 
and  private sector projects

● Has worked extensively with 
several statewide imagery 
datasets and orthophoto 
products in a production 
environment

David Breeding
Principal, Director of Analytics

● Technical contributor on  
AppGeo projects and product 
development efforts

● Currently focused on solving 
Government operations routing 
challenges and migrating 
desktop spatial analytics 
processes/solutions  to the 
cloud  



Agenda
Introduce:  Applied Geographics

Cloud Storage and Imagery Streaming Options 

Understanding the changing market, and your options in a cloud-centric world

The Giza Solution

How a managed imagery program can reduce overall costs and improve ROI

Improved Decision Making

Exploring how imagery usage trends can inform and enhance imagery programs





Our Relationship with Imagery 

In our 30 year history, we’ve worked with many forms of imagery 

Google Candid Imagery Program 2014 - 2020

Developed the Giza Streaming Appliance in 2015

Hexagon Partner (HxGN Content Program) since January 2019

Led transition for Texas, Utah, Caltrans statewide imagery programs

A few highlights: 



How is the Imagery World Changing?



Larger Datasets

More Datasets

More Users 

More Platforms

Greater Demand

 

How is the Imagery World Changing?



Prepared for Google by AppGeo - Not for Distribution

Growing applications in legacy markets
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Agriculture / 
Environment

Engineering / 
Transpo ationInsurance / Prope y

Users: Maintenance Supervisors, Operations Managers, Planners, Executives, Facility Visitors, Contractors 



Prepared for Google by AppGeo - Not for Distribution
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Industry Public SafetyEnergy

Emerging markets and innovative uses



Then…. ...Now



● Lower Cost

● More reliable Uptime

● Increased Speed

● Reduced overhead for 
backups and security





1990s 2000s 2010s



● Fastest growing way to purchase 
imagery

● More cost effective than custom 
collect

● Simplify your procurement

● Gain access to the latest collection 
data

● Subscribe to the area(s) that you 
need



The variety of available content continues to grow!  



What is Giza?
https://abc.appgeo.com/xyz/path/horse-stars-majestic-ski/wmts/1.0.0/WMTS...

https://wms.appgeo.com/login/path/noise-monitor-nothing-ski/wmts/1.0.0/WMTSCapabilities.xml




Organizations need a way to effectively provision large volumes of imagery 
data in a set of desirable formats to those they decide should have access.  

The Problem:

Large Data Volumes The protocols you need
User provisioning & 

access control 



Giza delivers high performance imagery access to tile 
repositories or Streaming Services using OGC standards.  
Users can easily configure imagery and track usage in ways 
not available anywhere else.

Giza allows our customers to maximize the availability of 
their imagery, minimize storage costs, measure the 
impact of imagery services and improve the quality of 
their support their users better over time.



Giza works with your existing software platforms 
using OGC-compliant standards



Giza integrates with 
leading maps & API 
providers



How fast do you need to go? 

The Problem:  Wait times over 1 second start 
to break highly focused user concentration on 
a task.   

Solution:  To maintain maximum focus on a 
task, keep loading times below 500ms.  At 
minimum, shoot for sub 1 second load times.   

Key Benefits: Task productivity and user 
satisfaction

Nah, Fiona Fui-Hoon. "A study on tolerable waiting time: how long are web users willing to wait?." Behaviour & Information Technology 23, no. 3 (2004): 153-163.



How can your imagery usage help you? 

The Problem:   Organizations contract and produce imagery datasets 
at a great cost, but after they are distributed, have little insight into 
how they are being used, or to what extent.

Solution:  With Giza, we can quantify usage by volume and by area, to 
understand exactly where users are looking, and how frequently. 

Key Benefits: These metrics can help establish prioritization for new 
flights, make better decisions around storage, and introduce new 
insights into how the public is utilizing your data. 



To leaf or not to leaf, that is the question

Making Informed buying decisions based on Stakeholder needs



How Giza can help build an imagery program

Thoughtful user management by 
group allows for accurate 
user/organizational usage metrics 

This has been used to allocate a 
“fair funding” model within States

Example data usage grouped by agency



Savings Using Giza Analytics

$0.026/GB $0.020/GB $0.010/GB $0.007/GB

Highest Performance                                                                            Lower Cost  



 Cost Savings with Giza Usage Analytics
Out of 267 TB of data, 

258 TB was moved to coldline, 
saving Texas $69,657 per year



Deployment and Support package 
for your Giza implementation

● Getting your organization started - Cloud Transition
● Generate, migrate and/or host your tiles 
● Site configuration to achieve specific reporting objectives 
● Custom analytics reporting 

Dedicated sales resource:   Conor Cousins     (Demos, Pricing, Walkthroughs)        ccousins@appgeo.com

Let’s review your imagery assets and approach.   Get in touch with AppGeo for a consultation. 

for Giza



Tiling your Data Made Easy

● We can assist in the tiling and hosting of your raster data 

● Sourcing the best storage option(s) to meet your needs

● We can configure your past and present data to work with Giza streaming

Applied Geographics, Inc.

for Giza



Bringing it all together:

Are you ready to revolutionize your imagery program?

Imagery is headed
to the cloud

Users demand more speed,
functionality, analytics: 

Giza Delivers.

These insights bring more
value to your imagery 

program

AppGeo can help get you
there



Aaron Doucett 
Sales Engineer

David Breeding
Principal

Q&A
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Advanced Performance & Analytics for Streaming Imagery
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GizaTM

● Broad software platform support

● Industry leading performance and speed

● Reduce infrastructure and storage costs 

● Gain access to usage reporting data

● Provision access at the level of granularity your 

organization requires

● Enable cost sharing to improve imagery ROI



Performance and Speed

Advanced Caching 
delivers tile load 
times of <100ms

Example shown: 15 cm (6in) data

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1t96Kuk531g1RmLzC4z674njx9v0BLYck/preview


Caching Layers

Normally, you want to 
minimize the steps in a 
process

The spatial nature of this data 
delivery problem makes 
caching an advantageous 
strategy to gain performance.



Use Case:  Historical Imagery Libraries 

The Problem:   Many states have vast libraries of historical imagery, going back 

multiple decades. Each dataset provides a slice in time, but also take up a 

considerable amount of storage. 

New Benefits:  Change detection, time series analysis, and several other imagery 

workflows become simple to achieve when you have multiple years of data in an 

easy to access platform.

With Giza, managing historical imagery becomes easy, and potentially 
offers cost savings over prior approaches.



1990s 2000s 2010s



With heat mapping, 
we can track usage at 
the individual 
tile-level, revealing 
more insight into 
where and how 
imagery is being used 

Key Analytics:  Usage Tracking and Heatmaps



User Management
Giza Generates Quadword URLs for ease of management

Working with a consultant? Provide an expiring URL to share within their organization 

Track usage in detail to control data access and authorization.



Download Capabilities
● Bulk Access Downloads- Service Offered through Spatial IQ

● Focused Extent Downloads - Get a File based on current view extent 



Where do I get new content?

AppGeo is a leading 
Hexagon Imagery 
Partner

● Existing aerial 
imagery, tiled and 
stored in the cloud

● Leading streaming 
platforms

● Drone imagery

● Existing raster data 
and basemaps

Visit AppGeo.com
For our Imagery Provider 

Comparison Guide






